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Chaotic motions of a two dimensional airfoil with coupled structural nonlinearities, both
in pitch as well as plunge degrees of freedom, are investigated via a numerical integration
method. The original system of coupled integro-differential equations governing the
motion of the present aeroelastic model is transformed into a simple system of six

ODEs. Complex dynamical behaviors are revealed and identified through the means of
bifurcation diagrams, the phase portraits, the amplitude spectra and the Poincare maps.
Besides, a more quantitative method, namely that of observing the evolution of the largest
Lyapunov exponent (LLE) is also applied to diagnose the motions. Two peculiar phenom-
ena, namely, long (perhaps super-persistent) chaotic transients, and fluctuating Lyapunov
exponents, are observed; in the two such cases the LLE method fails to work. In addition,
the effects of various system parameters, namely, the position of the elastic axis, the
frequency ratio, the airfoil/air mass ratio, the viscous damping ratios, and the location of
the center of mass, on the response of the aeroelastic system, are investigated.

& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Random-like oscillations in the response of some innocent looking nonlinear dynamical systems, whose parameters are
entirely deterministic, have been observed and named “chaos”. In recent years a great deal of progress has been made in the
study of chaos, in the community of nonlinear dynamics. Generally speaking, dynamical systems capable of exhibiting
chaotic motions can be classified into two categories. One category includes forced dynamical systems which are stable with
respect to infinitesimal disturbances. The second is a class of self-excited autonomous systems usually modeled by a system
of ordinary (or partial) differential equations without explicit time. The simplest example for the first category is perhaps
the well known Duffing oscillator subject to an external force, which has been extensively studied by many researchers [1–4].
On the other hand, a simply supported fluttering panel exposed to supersonic flow is a classical model in the latter category,
whose mathematical model is a set of partial differential equations with both spatial and temporal coordinates [5–7].
However, the analysis of this model has been mainly restricted to the case of periodic oscillations. To the best of our
knowledge, very few studies have been conducted to study the possible chaotic oscillations of this system. The reason may lie
in the fact that a moderately large set of ODEs would arise from using the semi-analytical methods such as the Galerkin
method and the Rayleigh–Ritz method to remove the two spatial coordinates. Numerically integrating the resulting ODEs
would be computationally expensive, especially considering (i) the wide range of parametric variations, (ii) the considerably
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Nomenclature

ah non-dimensional distance from airfoil mid-
chord to elastic axis

b airfoil semi-chord
CLðτÞ coefficient of linear aerodynamic force
CMðτÞ coefficient of linear aerodynamic moment
GðξÞ structural nonlinearity in plunge
h plunge deflection
LCO limit cycle oscillation
m airfoil mass
MðαÞ structural nonlinearity in pitch
rα radius of gyration about elastic axis
t time
U free-stream velocity
Un U=bωα, non-dimensional velocity
Un

L non-dimensional linear flutter speed

xα non-dimensional distance from airfoil elastic
axis to center of mass

α pitch angle
β, γ coefficients for cubic springs in pitch and plunge
ϵ1; ϵ2 constants in Wagner's function
ζα; ζξ viscous damping ratios in pitch and plunge
μ m=πρb2

ξ h=b, non-dimensional plunge deflection
ρ air density
τ Ut=b, non-dimensional time
ϕ Wagner's function
ψ1;ψ2 constants in Wagner's function
ω fundamental circular frequency of the motion
ωξ;ωα uncoupled natural frequencies in plunge and

pitch
ω ωξ=ωα, frequency ratio
_ðÞ dðÞ=dτ
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long integration time required for the analysis of chaos (e.g. for plotting Poincare map and the largest Lyapunov exponent), and
(iii) a very small integration step. A simplified strategy to analyze the panel flutter model is to take into account only one
dimension of the plate geometry, e.g. x, which results in a substantially simplified system [8]. The degenerated system has
been shown to qualitatively retain as many features of dynamics, e.g. LCOs and chaos, as the original three dimensional system.
A variety of dynamical behaviors have been observed for the simplified system, including chaos.

In addition to the aforementioned examples, the present two DOF airfoil model has also been widely studied and shown
to exhibit a rich variety of dynamic behaviors such as LCOs [9,10] and chaotic motions [11,12]. Although the two DOF airfoil
model is a simplification of the three dimensional airfoil, it is a very useful tool to study the dynamic behaviors pertaining to
a real airfoil (like the degenerated panel to the original panel problem). On the other hand, regardless of its connection to an
airfoil, the present two DOF aeroelastic system by itself is a physical model which can be analyzed both theoretically and
experimentally. The seminal work for studying the two DOF airfoil with linear springs and linear aerodynamics was
attributed to Fung [13]. Woolston et al. [14] studied the same model but with a cubic nonlinear spring in pitching DOF. In the
past three decades, this model has been intensively analyzed both theoretically and experimentally. For studying the chaotic
motions, classical analytical methods which assume the system motion to be periodic fail [15]. Therefore, numerical
methods and experiments have been exclusively used.

Among the voluminous studies, those involving the studies of chaotic motions are of the present concern. Zhao and Yang [11]
first found that chaotic motions occurred in a very narrow flow velocity range. In their model, the quasi-static aerodynamics
were used to account for the aerodynamic force. Hauenstein and Laurenson [16] employed both experimental and numerical
methods to show that chaos could happen below linear flutter value for the airfoil with freeplay nonlinearity. Price et al. [17]
studied the same model by a finite difference method. Chaotic motions were also detected in this type of nonlinearity when
a small structural preload has been exerted. Furthermore, Price et al. [12] studied the airfoil with bilinear and cubic
nonlinearities using both the finite difference method and the describing function method. Chaos was found to occur under
the linear flutter speed for the single cubic nonlinearity in pitch; however their claim will be reconsidered in the present
study. The main contribution in [18] is the introduction of a set of four integral transformations, which transformed the
original integro-differential governing equations into a set of eight ODEs. Thereafter, the resultant model can be numerically
integrated without resorting to the expensive finite difference method. A comprehensive review of the two DOF airfoil with
hysteresis, cubic, and freeplay nonlinearities was provided by Lee et al. [19]. However, most of the studies to date have been
devoted to the airfoil model with a cubic (or freeplay) nonlinearity in either the pitch or the plunge direction. Very few have
been conducted for the coupled nonlinearities. Although the nonlinearity in plunge has been found to be weaker than that
in pitch in experimental tests, however, the coupled nonlinearities should be studied because they may cause significant
differences in the dynamical response [20].

In this paper, the chaotic motions of the two DOF airfoil with coupled nonlinearities are investigated in detail. The
conventional system of eight first-order ODEs developed in [18] has been simplified into a system of six first-order ODEs, using
a set of two auxiliary integral variables proposed by Alighanbari and Hashemi [21]. Using the new set of ODEs significantly
reduces the computational time, especially in the present chaotic analysis which normally requires a long time solution. In the
present analysis, the elastic axis is not fixed at the aerodynamic center, which is distinct from [20] wherein the elastic axis was
located at a quarter-chord point (aerodynamic center), causing the moment of circulatory flow to be zero.

To observe and identify chaos, phase plane portraits, amplitude spectra, Poincare maps and LLEs are employed. Also,
bifurcation diagrams are used to reveal the route to chaos. Finally, a comprehensive analysis of the effects of system
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Fig. 1. Sketch of a two DOF wing section model.
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parameters on the aeroelastic response has been conducted. In particular, the effects of the position of the elastic axis, the
frequency ratio, the airfoil/air mass ratio, the viscous damping ratios, the location of the center of mass have been
investigated by means of bifurcation diagrams. Moreover, chaotic transients and fluctuating Lyapunov exponents are
observed in the present aeroelastic system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the simplified equations of motion for the present model are
formulated. Numerical results and discussions on the identification and evolution of chaos, as well as the effects of various
system parameters are provided in Section 3. Conclusions are drawn in Section 4.
2. Equations of motion

A typical airfoil section oscillating in pitch and plunge is shown in Fig. 1. The positive directions of the pitch angle α and
the plunge displacement h are defined in Fig. 1.

The aeroelastic equations of motions for the airfoil have been derived in the classical book of Fung [13], wherein the
aerodynamic force and the restoring force are both linear. Applying the same pattern of aerodynamic force but considering cubic
structural nonlinearities in pitch and plunge, Fung's equations are modified into the following non-dimensional form [12]:

€ξþxα €αþ2ζξ
ω

Un
_ξþ ω

Un

� �2

G ξð Þ ¼ � 1
πμ

CL τð Þ; (1a)

xα
r2α
€ξþ €αþ2ζα

1
Un

_αþ 1
Un

� �2

M αð Þ ¼ 2
πμr2α

CM τð Þ; (1b)

where the related symbols are defined in Nomenclature. The nonlinear pitch and plunge stiffness terms MðαÞ and GðξÞ are
assumed to be of the forms:

MðαÞ ¼ β1αþβ3α
3; GðξÞ ¼ γ1ξþγ3ξ

3;

and CLðτÞ and CMðτÞ, which account for linear aerodynamic force and aerodynamic moment, are [13]

CL τð Þ ¼ π €ξ�ah €αþ _α
� �þ2πfα 0ð Þþ _ξ 0ð Þþð1=2�ahÞ _α 0ð Þgϕ τð Þ

þ2π
Z τ

0
ϕ τ�σð Þ _α σð Þþ €ξ σð Þþð1=2�ahÞ €α σð Þ� �

dσ;

CM τð Þ ¼ π 1=2þah
� �fα 0ð Þþ _ξ 0ð Þþð1=2�ahÞ _α 0ð Þgϕ τð Þþπ

2
ð€ξ�ah €αÞ�

π

16
€α

�ð1=2�ahÞ
π

2
_αþπ 1=2þah

� � Z τ

0
ϕ τ�σð Þ _α σð Þþ €ξ σð Þþð1=2�ahÞ €α σð Þ� �

dσ;

where the Sears approximation to the Wagner function ϕðτÞ ¼ 1�ψ1e� ϵ1τ�ψ2e� ϵ2τ is [22]

ϕðτÞ ¼ 1�0:165e�0:0455τ�0:335e�0:3τ:

Due to the existence of the integral terms in CL and CM, system (1) is essentially a system of two integro-differential equations,
which makes the system not straightforward to solve.

In the spirit of integral transformation, four new variables w1 ¼
R τ
0 e

� ϵ1ðτ� σÞαðσÞ dσ;w2 ¼
R τ
0 e

� ϵ2ðτ�σÞαðσÞ dσ;w3 ¼R τ
0 e

� ϵ1ðτ� σÞξðσÞ dσ;w4 ¼
R τ
0 e

� ϵ2ðτ� σÞξðσÞ dσ are introduced to deal with the integral terms in [18]. Consequently, Eqs. (1)
can be simplified to a system of eight first-order ODEs.
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In this study, the original integro-differential equations are transformed into six first-order ODEs with the following two
auxiliary variables as introduced by Alighanbari and Hashemi [21]:

y1 ¼ ψ1e
� ϵ1τ _ξ 0ð Þþ 1

2
�ah

� �
_α 0ð Þþα 0ð Þ

� 	
þ

Z τ

0
ψ1e

� ϵ1ðτ� σÞ €ξ σð Þþ 1
2
�ah

� �
€α σð Þþ _α σð Þ

� 	
dσ; (2)

y2 ¼ ψ2e
� ϵ2τ _ξ 0ð Þþ 1

2
�ah

� �
_α 0ð Þþα 0ð Þ

� 	
þ

Z τ

0
ψ2e

� ϵ2ðτ� σÞ €ξ σð Þþ 1
2
�ah

� �
€α σð Þþ _α σð Þ

� 	
dσ: (3)

The integral terms in the aerodynamic force can be suppressed by the introduced two auxiliary variables. Considering
Eqs. (2) and (3), CLðτÞ and CMðτÞ can be represented as

CL τð Þ ¼ π €ξ�ah €αþ2_ξþ2 1�ahð Þ _αþ2α�2y1�2y2
� �

;

CM τð Þ ¼ π

2
ah €ξ�

1
8
þa2h

� �
€αþ 1þ2ahð Þ_ξþah 1�2ahð Þ _αþ 1þ2ahð Þα� 1þ2ahð Þy1� 1þ2ahð Þy2

� 	
:

Consequently, Eqs. (1) have been transformed into a system of two second-order ODEs. However, two additional variables y1 and y2
have been introduced into the system. For the completeness of the system, two supplemental equations should be constructed.

Differentiating Eqs. (2) and (3) with respect to τ, yields

_y1 ¼ �ϵ1y1þψ1
€ξ τð Þþ 1

2
�ah

� �
€α τð Þþ _α τð Þ

� 	
; (4a)

_y2 ¼ �ϵ2y2þψ2
€ξ τð Þþ 1

2
�ah

� �
€α τð Þþ _α τð Þ

� 	
: (4b)

Eqs. (4) are two supplemental first-order ODEs. Therefore, the complete system to model the typical airfoil section
consists of two second-order ODEs plus two first-order ODEs. Upon introducing x1 ¼ α; x2 ¼ _α; x3 ¼ ξ; x4 ¼ _ξ; x5 ¼ y1 and
x6 ¼ y2, the system can be expressed in a standard form as

_x1 ¼ x2;
_x2 ¼ a21x1þa22x2þa24x4þa25x5þa26x6þg2Gðx3Þþm2Mðx1Þ;
_x3 ¼ x4;
_x4 ¼ a41x1þa42x2þa44x4þa45x5þa46x6þg4Gðx3Þþm4Mðx1Þ;
_x5 ¼ a51x1þa52x2þa54x4þa55x5þa56x6þg5Gðx3Þþm5Mðx1Þ;
_x6 ¼ a61x1þa62x2þa64x4þa65x5þa66x6þg6Gðx3Þþm6Mðx1Þ;

8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

(5)

where the coefficients are given in Appendix.
Since the study of Lee et al. [18], most of the researches regarding the two DOF airfoil model have adopted Lee's model.

Other techniques to process the integral terms did exist, but mostly result in a system of eight ODEs.
It is emphasized that the present system (5) having six ODEs is expected to be computationally faster than previous

systems having eight ODEs, if solved by a numerical integration method. However, it should be noted that the present
system is not advantageous if semi-analytical methods, such as the harmonic balance method, the collocation method, etc.,
are applied, since four out of the six ODEs are nonlinear, in contrast to two in Lee's model, see [9].
Table 1
System parameters.

ah ω μ xα rα ζα ζξ β1 β3 γ1 γ3

0 0.2 200 0.25 0.5 0 0 0.01 50 1 10

Table 2
Time consumptions of integrating the two systems.

Simulation time CTa (Present) CT (Lee's model) Ratio (%)

20,000 s 4.5 5.8 77.6
100,000 s 20.8 28.3 73.5
500,000 s 120.2 143.4 83.8

a CT represents “Computing Time” in seconds. The Matlab program is run in a laptop with Intel Core i5 CPU@2.67 GHz. The
integration step size is 0.1 s.



Fig. 2. (a) Bifurcation diagram plotting α for _α ¼ 0 as a function of Un=Un

L , with initial conditions αð0Þ ¼ 31 and the others being zero; (b) the Poincare map
for Un=Un

L ¼ 3:1526.

Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagrams for the pitch motion α with parameters given in Table 1 with initial conditions: (a) αð0Þ ¼ 31 and the rest initial states are zero,
(b) supplied by parameter marching procedure.
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3. Results and discussions

In the following examples, the system parameters of the two DOF airfoil model are fixed as in Table 1 unless otherwise
stated. The fourth-order Runge–Kutta (RK4) method is applied to numerically integrate the system of ODEs.

3.1. Verification of the six ODE model

In this section, the efficiency of the six ODE model is evaluated by comparing with the eight ODE model [18]. The
comparison is made with the case studied by Price et al. [12] where the two DOF airfoil with a single cubic nonlinearity in
pitch was analyzed. In [12], the parameters are ah ¼ �0:5, μ¼100 and γ3 ¼ 0, with others being the same as in Table 1. The
system parameters in the six ODE model are the same as in [12]. The comparison of the computing times for integrating the
two systems is provided in Table 2. It shows that using the six ODE system can save about 20 percent computing time, than
using the traditional eight ODE system [9,18].

The finite different method was adopted in Price et al. [12]. The comparison between the present method and the finite
different method is also carried out. For comparison, both the bifurcation diagram and the Poincare map have been
employed. The bifurcation diagram, plotting α (for _α ¼ 0) as a function of Un=Un

L is presented in Fig. 2(a), which appears to be
similar to that provided in [12]. The Poincare map is plotted by recording the phase plane points at discrete times when a
prescribed “event” occurs (this is different from the case of periodically forced dynamical systems whose recording time
instants are equally selected). Here, the event is defined as being the passage of a specified coordinate through zero (or
through any constant value within the range of the coordinate's values). At those time instants when the event happens,
plot a “discrete phase plane portrait” which is the Poincare map. The event can have many choices due to the continuously
Fig. 4. Typical phase plane portraits corresponding to Fig. 3(a) wherein the airspeeds (a)–(k) are for Un=Un

L ¼ 2:0;2:226, 2.5, 3.0, 4.0, 4.8, 5.6, 6.25, 7.0, 7.8,
and 9.7, respectively. ((a), (c), (e), (g), (i) and (k) are for periodic responses; (b), (d), (f) and (j) are for chaotic responses; (h) is for a long-lived chaotic
transient before finally settling to a periodic response).

Table 3
Parameters used during the calculation of LLE.

Integration step 0.01 s
Initial conditions, αð0Þ (and other states being zero) 31
Time-to-run to eliminate transients 3000 s
Distance between the fiducial and test points, d0 10�8

Number of integrations per rescaling, n 10
Number of rescalings between printouts 2000
Number of initial LLEs to discard for orientation 20
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selectable threshold values and the numerous selectable coordinates. In this study, the “event” for plotting the Poincare map
is x4 ¼ 0, and _x4Z0 (x4 is the fourth coordinate variable, that is _ξ). It should be noted that x4 does not have priority than
other coordinates; x2; x3; x5 and x6 could also be selected.

The Poincare map for Un=Un

L ¼ 3:1526 is shown in Fig. 2(b), which appears to be similar to the case for Un=Un

L ¼ 0:475 in [12].
However, it should be noted that the study of Price et al. [12] on the airfoil with cubic nonlinearity is not sound. By inspection, we
realize that Price et al. calculated an improper linear flutter speed which was then used in the nonlinear model. They set the
nonlinear coefficients β3 and γ3 to zero, and in addition, they changed β1 from 0.01 to 1, to obtain the linear flutter speed,
Un

L ¼ 8:7371. The Un

L obtained this way is not appropriate, because one only needs to set the nonlinear coefficients to zero, and
should keep β1 unchanged, in this situation Un

L ¼ 1:3164. Based on this awareness, the results of the present method have been
verified to be consistent with those of the finite difference method. In addition, the bifurcation diagram in Fig. 2(a) exhibits two
“flip-overs” at Un=Un

L ¼ 1:91 and Un=Un

L ¼ 2:32. This phenomenon implies that a dual response (two symmetric responses
coexist) takes place [2]. The discontinuity at the two flip-over values is not due to the bifurcation in Un=Un

L , but due to the change
of attraction domains of two successive flow velocities. This can frequently occur in the bifurcation diagrams in this paper since
fixed initial conditions instead of parameter-marching procedures are used.

More importantly, the primary conclusion arrived at in [12] that “limit cycle oscillations can be obtained well below the linear
flutter speed for the airfoil with cubic nonlinearity in pitch” should be reconsidered. According to Price et al. [12], the onset of the
flutter is at about 0:13Un

L , which is far below the linear flutter speed. Here, the rectified onset is approximately 0:86Un

L ,
fortunately still somewhat below the linear flutter speed. Thus, the primary conclusion in Price et al. [12] is technically correct.
3.2. Identification of chaos

Fig. 3 shows the bifurcations diagrams of the pitch motion α with (a) fixed initial conditions and (b) a parameter
marching procedure (using the solution of the previous step as the initials of the next step). Eleven typical flow speed values
Fig. 5. (a) Poincare map with 7858 points (initial condition being αð0Þ ¼ 31, integration step being 0.1, terminal time being 4�105, and dropping off the
initial 10% data to eliminate transients), (b) amplitude spectrum of the pitch motion, and (c) evolution of the LLE for Un=Un

L ¼ 2:226.
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labeled from (a) to (k) are selected for analysis. The corresponding phase plane portraits are shown in Fig. 4. Apparently, (a),
(c), (e), (g) and (k) are corresponding to limit cycle oscillations (LCOs). Further investigations should be performed on the (b),
(d), (f), (h), (i) and (j), which have a relatively complex phase portrait. Generally, topologically mixed and densely tangled
phase plane trajectories indicate chaos. In the following, the Poincare maps, the amplitude spectra and the largest Lyapunov
exponent (LLE) are applied as indicators to identify these motions.

In computations, the LLE is calculated based on the algorithms of Wolf et al. [23] and Sprott [24]. The general idea is to
follow two nearby orbits and to calculate their average logarithmic rate of separation. Whenever they get too far apart, one
of the orbits has to be moved back to the vicinity of the other along the line of separation. A conservative procedure is to do
this at each iteration. The procedure is briefly given as follows [24]:
1.
 Start with any initial condition in the basin of attraction.

2.
 Iterate until the orbit is on the attractor (damping out transient).

3.
 Select nearby point having a distance d0.

4.
 Advance both orbits of n iterations and calculate the new separation d1.

5.
 Evaluate logðd1=d0Þ in any convenient base (base-2 is used herein).

6.
 Readjust one orbit so its separation is d0 and is in the same direction as d1.

7.
 Repeat steps 4–6 many times to calculate the average of step 5.
In this study, all involved parameters during the calculation of LLE are provided in Table 3. The LLE is a quantitative indicator
for chaos. If the average separation rate λ is greater than 0, the response is chaotic. If λr0, the response is a regular motion
(periodic or quasi-periodic).

For the Poincare map, as suggested by Moon [25], more than 4000 points should be plotted in a Poincare map so as to
ensure the integration time is long enough to damp out chaotic transients. This suggestion plays a part in the following
numerical simulations.
Fig. 6. (a) Poincare map with 6448 points, (b) amplitude spectrum, and (c) evolution of the LLE for Un=Un

L ¼ 3.
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3.2.1. Chaotic motions
Fig. 5 shows the Poincare map, the amplitude spectrum and the evolution of the LLE for case (b): Un=Un

L ¼ 2:226.
As shown in Fig. 5(a), the Poincare map (containing 7858 points) is neither a finite set of points (means periodic) nor a
closed orbit (means quasi-periodic), which implies that the motion may be chaotic. Besides, the amplitude spectrum in
Fig. 5(b) has a broad band indicating chaos. It should be noted that the FFT spectral analysis with a rectangular window
function is employed to construct the amplitude spectrum. In all examples, the frequency resolution is finer than 10�4 (Hz).
A more quantitatively correct way to identify chaos is to calculate the LLE. A positive value of LLE implies that the motion is
chaotic. In computations, the parameters adopted during the calculation process are given in Table 3; the terminal time for
calculating the LLE is different case by case to ensure the convergence of the LLE (if it is convergent). As can be seen from
Fig. 5(c), a converged LLE� 0:02 is obtained for the present case, which implies chaos.

Fig. 6 plots the three figures of Poincare map, amplitude spectrum, and LLE evolution history for case (d): Un=Un

L ¼ 3. The
Poincare map in Fig. 6(a) appears as a set of organized points indicating chaos. The amplitude spectrum of Fig. 6(b) has a
broad band with three peaks also suggesting chaotic motions. A quantitative evidence is given in Fig. 6(c) where the LLE
converges to approximately 0.0085. Similarly, Fig. 7 for case (f) presents the set of three figures for the case with
Un=Un

L ¼ 4:8. All three evidences verify that the motion at Un=Un

L ¼ 4:8 is chaotic.
We jump directly to case (j) for Un=Un

L ¼ 7:8. The Poincare map, amplitude spectrum and LLE history are shown in Fig. 8.
Similar to the cases (b), (d) and (f), the set of three indicators confirms that the motion is chaotic. Unlike the previous three
cases, in this case a longer integration time, i.e. 6� 105, has been used to ensure that the Poincare map has enough points.

3.2.2. Long-lived chaotic transients
We now turn to the case (h) with Un=Un

L ¼ 6:25. Employing the same means, the combination of three descriptors is
presented in Fig. 9. It should be noted that the amplitude spectrum and the LLE history are qualitatively distinct from those
of the previous cases. In particular, the amplitude spectrum in Fig. 9(b) is a series of sharp spikes, although with some small
local broad band. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 9(c), the LLE does not converge to a constant value even with more
Fig. 7. (a) Poincare map with 4988 points, (b) amplitude spectrum, and (c) evolution of the LLE for Un=Un

L ¼ 4:8.



Fig. 8. (a) Poincare map with 4158 points (terminal time being 6�105, and dropping off the initial 10% data), (b) amplitude spectrum, and (c) evolution of
the LLE for Un=Un

L ¼ 7:8.
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than 6� 108 iterations, much larger than those in the previous cases and the suggestion in Sprott [24] (note that integration
step for calculating LLE is 0.01 throughout paper). Since the LLE does not converge, it cannot work for identifying chaos
anymore.

Then, what can be extracted from the amplitude spectrum of Fig. 9(c)? It is seen that the amplitude spectrum has a
number of very sharp spikes and low broad bands. It is conjectured that there might be a long time chaotic transient before
finally going to periodic motions. Therefore, we set the terminal time to be 4� 105 and drop out the initial 40 percent data
to ensure that the remainder is fully settled into an attractor. The phase portrait is shown in Fig. 10(a) which is much simpler
than case (h) in Fig. 4. Fig. 10(b) is the Poincare map with a sum of 2997 points hitting at four points. In summary,
both figures justify that the motion for Un=Un

L ¼ 6:25 is in fact periodic, but a long persistent chaotic transient exists
(until 1:153� 105). We tried to recalculate the LLE, but failed to get a converged value. Therefore, in the present case, the LLE
cannot be used to identify chaos.

The chaotic transient phenomena have already been detected and studied in several dynamical systems [26,27]. In such a
case, dynamical variables of the system behave chaotically for a finite amount of time before settling into a final state that is not
chaotic. Grebogi et al. [26] explained that a common situation for transient chaos to arise is where the system undergoes a crisis
at which a chaotic attractor collides with the basin boundary separating it and another coexisting attractor. After the crisis, the
chaotic attractor is destroyed and converted into a nonattracting chaotic saddle. According to the lifetime, the chaotic transients
can be classified into two categories: the regular chaotic transients and the super persistent chaotic transients. This subject is
beyond the scope of the present study. Interested readers are referred to the studies of [26,28] for details.

3.2.3. Fluctuating Lyapunov exponent
Fig. 11 is for the case (i) with Un=Un

L ¼ 7. Both the Poincare map and the amplitude spectrum confirm that the response is
periodic. Interestingly, the LLE history in Fig. 11(c) shows a fluctuating behavior around zero. In such case, the LLE cannot be
used as an evidence for the identification of chaos anymore. This is the second situation revealing that the LLE technique



Fig. 9. (a) Poincare map with 4489 points, (b) amplitude spectrum, and (c) evolution of the LLE for Un=Un

L ¼ 6:25.
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fails to work. In fact, the fluctuating Lyapunov exponent behavior was detected and discussed as early as in Dawson et al. [29]
and Dawson [30].

3.3. Effects of system parameters

In this section, we investigate the effects of system parameters on the aeroelastic response of the present two DOF airfoil.
Bifurcation diagrams are employed to show the effect of each parameter. The parameters are analyzed one by one. When the
investigation of the effect of a specified parameter is being undertaken, the rest are given as in Table 1. Also, parametric
variations may change the linear flutter speed Un

L . The linear flutter speed is the value beyond which the linear system
would diverge to infinite amplitude. Therefore, by definition, Un

L can be obtained by removing the nonlinear term and then
increasing flow speed Un until divergent oscillations of α and ξ are detected. For convenience, the linear flutter speeds for all
examples are listed in Table 4. In a wind-bridge interaction problem, it was proved that the effect of structural damping is
very small, and can be neglected [31,32]. This conclusion is in agreement with the present study regarding the damping effect.
As for ω, it should be emphasized that ωξ and ωα are uncoupled plunging- and pitching-mode natural frequencies [18,19],
which means ω ¼ωξ=ωα is not the natural frequency ratio of the two DOF airfoil problem (or eigen-frequency ratio [33]),
which should be determined by solving an associated eigenvalue problem. It is in fact a defined quantity ω �ωξ=ωα.
In accordance with the existing studies on the two DOF airfoil problem, we still adopt the uncoupled plunging- and pitching-
mode natural frequencies ωξ and ωα, and analyze the effect of ω.

3.3.1. Effect of ah (location of elastic axis)
The effect of the nondimensional distance from airfoil mid-chord to elastic axis, ah, is analyzed in this section. In most

previous studies, the elastic axis was taken to be located at a quarter-chord point (the aerodynamic center), causing the
moment of circulatory flow to be zero. However, the aerodynamic force and moment are both crucial on the aeroelastic
response. Therefore, the elastic axis position is varied to study its effect.



Fig. 11. (a) Poincare map with 2885 points, (b) amplitude spectrum, and (c) evolution of the LLE for Un=Un

L ¼ 7.

Fig. 10. (a) Phase plane portrait after completely damping out transients, (b) Poincare map with 2997 points (terminal time being 4� 105 and dropping out
the initial 40% data).
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Fig. 12 shows the bifurcation diagrams for the pitch motion for different elastic axis positions. Fig. 12(a) is for the case of
ah ¼ �0:5, where the elastic axis is located at the aerodynamic center. It is seen that prior to Un=Un

L ¼ 3:61 the motions are
LCOs. This has also been confirmed via the phase portrait and the Poincare map, although not reported for brevity. Besides,
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the LLE is approximately �0.0001 at Un=Un

L ¼ 3:61, which suggests periodic motions. Beyond 3.61, a quasi-periodic response
takes place. It exists and becomes more complicated until 4.28. Chaos occurs approximately from 4.28 to 4.74. The LLE
calculated at Un=Un

L ¼ 4:5 is about 0.005, which suggests chaos. When Un=Un

L 44:83, the response returns to be LCOs.
In addition, the route to chaos might be supposed as follows: periodic response-period doubling-quasi� periodic-
mild chaos.

Fig. 12(b) is for ah¼0 (the elastic axis is located at the mid-chord). Visually, the bifurcation diagram is more complex than
that for ah ¼ �0:5. Overall, there are four intervals: ½2:96;3:15�, ½4:46;5:15�, ½6:16;6:39�, and ½7:35;9:54� for the possible
occurrence of chaos. However, further investigation should be carried out before coming to a solid conclusion. Specifically,
the first and second intervals are confirmed to be chaotic via a combination of time histories, phase portraits and Poincare
Table 4
Linear flutter speeds for various sets of parameters.

ah ω μ

�0.5 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 100 150 180

1.3164 BMa 0.597614 BM BM BM 0.5 0.612372 0.6708204

ζα ¼ ζξ xα

0.01 0.02 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4

BM BM BM BM BM BM

a BM ¼ 0:707107 represents the benchmark linear flutter speed for the set of parameters in Table 1 (setting β3 and γ3 to zero).

Fig. 12. Bifurcation diagrams plotting α for _α ¼ 0 as a function of Un=Un

L for various values of ah: (a) ah ¼ �0:5, (b) ah¼0, (c) ah¼0.2.
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maps. However, the third interval essentially corresponds to a periodic response; numerical simulation shows that there
exists a very long-lived chaotic transient before settling to a periodic motion. For instance, at Un=Un

L ¼ 6:25, the lifetime of
the chaotic transient is up to 1:157� 105 s. The fourth interval is a mixture of the chaotic response (e.g. at Un=Un

L ¼ 9) and
the chaotic transient before periodic response (e.g. at Un=Un

L ¼ 8). Also, it is worth noting that in the interval from the very
beginning to Un=Un

L ¼ 1:58, the pitch angle keeps at a certain angle without oscillating.
Fig. 12(c) is for ah¼0.2, which means the elastic axis is located at the trailing edge measured from the mid-chord. As can

be seen there are three narrow ranges ½2:27;2:45�, ½2:96;3:14�, and ½4:05;4:37� for chaos. All three intervals have been
verified to be chaos by multiple indicators. In the third interval, there exists a very narrow window around 4.284 for the
periodic response. Very interestingly, in three ranges: from the beginning to 1.82, from 2.54 to 2.82, and from 4.42 to 8.45,
the responses are dynamically stable (a constant pitch angle).

Therefore, it is concluded that the location of the elastic axis significantly affects the response of the aeroelastic system.
Fixing the elastic axis at the mid-chord or at the trailing edge can stabilize the airfoil from flutter. In particular, when the
elastic axis is at the leading edge (ah ¼ �0:5), flutter commences as early as below the Un

L . While the critical flutter speeds
for ah¼0 and 0.2 are Un=Un

L ¼ 1:58 and 1.81, respectively.
3.3.2. Effect of ω (frequency ratio)
The bifurcation diagrams of the pitch motion for various values of ω are shown in Fig. 13 . Fig. 13(a), (b) and (c) are

corresponding to ω ¼ 0:4;0:6 and 0.8, respectively. Specifically, in Fig. 13(a), there are two ranges ½4:37;4:79� and ½6:39;7:85�
for chaotic response. Numerical simulations confirm that for the latter range, the route to chaos is supposed as follows:
periodic response-period doubling-quasi� periodic-chaos. In addition, the onset of flutter is Un=Un

L ¼ 3:23.
In Fig. 13(b), complex motions (such as chaos and chaotic transient) take place in the range of ½6:89;7:90�. What is

important is the onset of the flutter. For this case, the critical value is Un=Un

L ¼ 5:13.
Fig. 13(c) shows that chaotic response takes place in the ranges from 8.86 to 9.27 and from 9.63 to the end. In this case,

the onset of flutter is at Un=Un

L ¼ 6:85. In all three cases, increasing the flow speed to the critical value would change the
Fig. 13. Bifurcation diagrams plotting α for _α ¼ 0 as a function of Un=Un

L for various values of ω: (a) ω ¼ 0:4, (b) ω ¼ 0:6, (c) ω ¼ 0:8.
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response from being “stable” to LCOs. In summary, the critical values for ω ¼ 0:4;0:6 and 0.8 have an increasing trend, which
can be interpreted that a larger ω can stabilize the airfoil to a greater flow speed.
3.3.3. Effect of μ (airfoil/air mass ratio)
The bifurcation diagrams for μ¼100, 150 and 180 are shown in Fig. 14. It can be seen that increasing μ makes the

bifurcation diagrams more complex. In contrast to the elastic axis location and the frequency ratio, μ does not significantly
affect the critical flutter speed. Concretely speaking, the onsets for μ¼ 100;150 and 180 are Un=Un

L ¼ 1:63;1:59 and 1.54,
respectively. That is, a larger μ only slightly decreases the critical flutter speed. From the diagram shown in Fig. 14(a), with
the mass ratio μ¼100, the system response becomes chaotic motion at Un=Un

L ¼ 9:13, while those for μ¼150 and 180 are at
6.61 and 3.09, respectively. It suggests that a larger mass ratio may postpone the appearance of chaotic motions.
3.3.4. Effect of ζα and ζξ (damping)
All of the results presented so far have been for zero structural damping ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0, but it is of interest to see what the

effect of damping is on the aeroelastic response of the system. Fig. 15 provides three bifurcation diagrams for different
values of damping. As shown in Fig. 15(a), when the damping is relatively weak, viz. ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0:01, the bifurcation diagram is
similar to that in Fig. 3 without damping. The only difference is that the range for occurrence of chaos has been reduced in
Fig. 15(a). Increasing the damping to ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0:02, the chaotic range has almost been eliminated, leaving only a narrow
chaotic interval around Un=Un

L ¼ 5:0. Further increasing the damping to ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0:1, the chaotic response has been
completely removed, see Fig. 15(c). Therefore, it can be concluded that a reasonably large damping can suppress the chaotic
response of the airfoil, and the damping has a de-chaos effect. On the other hand, the damping also affects the critical flutter
speed. Specifically, the critical values for ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0:01;0:02 and 0.1 are Un=Un

L ¼ 1:58;1:63 and 4.15 respectively, which
indicates that the damping also has the effect of stabilizing the aeroelastic airfoil.
Fig. 14. Bifurcation diagrams plotting α for _α ¼ 0 as a function of Un=Un

L for various values of μ: (a) μ¼100, (b) μ¼150, (c) μ¼180.



Fig. 15. Bifurcation diagrams plotting α for _α ¼ 0 as a function of Un=Un

L for various values of ζα and ζξ: (a) ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0:01, (b) ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0:02, (c) ζα ¼ ζξ ¼ 0:1.
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3.3.5. Effect of xα (location of the center of mass)
By definition, xα is the distance from the elastic axis to the center of mass. Because the elastic axis has been placed at the

mid-chord, therefore xα in fact represents the distance from the mid-chord to the center of mass, positive if measured
towards the trailing edge. Fig. 16(a), (b) and (c) are for xα ¼ 0:2; xα ¼ 0:3 and xα ¼ 0:4, respectively. We can see that when the
center of mass is near the mid-chord, i.e. at xα ¼ 0:2, the critical flutter speed is Un=Un

L ¼ 1:40. Drawing the center of mass
away from the mid-chord to xα ¼ 0:3, the LCO happens at a greater flow speed (roughly at Un=Un

L ¼ 1:69). Further increasing
the distance to xα ¼ 0:4 raises the critical speed to Un=Un

L ¼ 1:91.
4. Concluding remarks

The dynamics of the two DOF model of an airfoil, with coupled cubic nonlinearities in both pitch and plunge, and placed
in a subsonic flow has been analyzed via a numerical integration method. To model the present problem, a system of six
first-order ODEs has been introduced, and validated through comparing it with the frequently used eight ODE system.
Numerical simulations show that using the present six ODE system can save approximately 20 percent computing time than
using the conventional eight ODE system.

In the present analysis, up to six approaches, including time series, phase plane portraits, Poincare maps, amplitude
spectra, bifurcation diagrams and largest Lyapunov exponents (LLEs) have been used to identify dynamical responses,
especially chaos. For a specified system (all parameters given), the combination of the Poincare map, the amplitude
spectrum and the LLE has been effective for identifying chaos. However, this is not always the case. Firstly, when a long-lived
chaotic transient exists, the Poincare map and the amplitude spectrum might appear as they were for chaotic motions.



Fig. 16. Bifurcation diagrams plotting α for _α ¼ 0 as a function of Un=Un

L for various values of xα: (a) xα ¼ 0:2, (b) xα ¼ 0:3, (c) xα ¼ 0:4.
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Fortunately, the LLE did not converge to a constant, which provided an indication of abnormal. A long time series revealed
the existence of a long (perhaps super persistent) chaotic transient. Secondly, the LLE may fluctuate about zero, with a
decreasing magnitude. In such case, the LLE fails to work.

The effects of system parameters on the aeroelastic responses (especially on the critical flutter speed) have been
investigated. First, moving the elastic axis and the center of mass towards the trailing edge would increase the critical flutter
speed. Second, increasing the frequency ratio, ω and the damping ζα; ζξ would increase the critical flutter speed. Third, and
conversely, decreasing the airfoil/air mass ratio would increase the critical flutter speed. More concretely, the frequency
ratio and the damping affect the critical flutter speed most significantly. After those, the locations of the elastic axis and the
center of mass influence the critical value to a certain extent. Lastly, the airfoil/air mass ratio only slightly changes the onset
of the flutter. Interestingly, the damping was shown to have a de-chaos effect. The existence of damping can reduce or even
eliminate the chaotic responses.

Although the present model is a simplification to the three dimensional airfoil, it is indeed an establishable physical (also
autonomous) model, which can be and already has been experimentally analyzed by researchers [34,16,35], though mostly
for periodic motions. The present model is expected to be promising in the analysis of chaotic motions as well as long
(perhaps super) persistent chaotic transients, both theoretically and experimentally.
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Appendix

The coefficients in system (5) are given as follows:

a21 ¼ f 0ðd0c4�c0d4Þ; a51 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d4�d1c4Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c4�c0d4Þ�ψ1

a22 ¼ f 0ðd0c3�c0d3Þ; a52 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d3�d1c3Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c3�c0d3Þþ1�ψ1

a24 ¼ f 0ðd0c2�c0d2Þ; a54 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d2�d1c2Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c2�c0d2Þ�ψ1

a25 ¼ f 0ðd0c5�c0d5Þ; a55 ¼ �ϵ1þ½f 0ðc1d5�d1c5Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c5�c0d5Þ�ψ1

a26 ¼ f 0ðd0c6�c0d6Þ; a56 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d6�d1c6Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c6�c0d6Þ�ψ1

m2 ¼ � f 0c0d7; m5 ¼ ψ1f 0ðc1d7� f 1c0d7Þ
g2 ¼ f 0d0c7; g5 ¼ ψ1f 0ðf 1d0c7�d1c7Þ

a41 ¼ � f 0ðd1c4�c1d4Þ; a61 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d4�d1c4Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c4�c0d4Þ�ψ2

a42 ¼ � f 0ðd1c3�c1d3Þ; a62 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d3�d1c3Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c3�c0d3Þþ1�ψ2

a44 ¼ � f 0ðd1c2�c1d2Þ; a64 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d2�d1c2Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c2�c0d2Þ�ψ2

a45 ¼ � f 0ðd1c5�c1d5Þ; a65 ¼ ½f 0ðc1d5�d1c5Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c5�c0d5Þ�ψ2

a46 ¼ � f 0ðd1c6�c1d6Þ; a66 ¼ �ϵ2þ½f 0ðc1d6�d1c6Þþ f 0f 1ðd0c6�c0d6Þ�ψ2

m4 ¼ f 0c1d7; m6 ¼ ψ2f 0ðc1d7� f 1c0d7Þ
g4 ¼ � f 0d1c7; g6 ¼ ψ2f 0ðf 1d0c7�d1c7Þ

where

c0 ¼ 1þ1
μ
; d0 ¼

xαμ�ah
μr2α

; f 0 ¼
1

c0d1�c1d0

c1 ¼ xα�
ah
μ
; d1 ¼ 1þ1þ8a2h

8μr2α
; f 1 ¼

1
2
�ah

c2 ¼ 2 ζξ
ω

Un
þ1
μ

� �
; d2 ¼ �1þ2ah

μr2α

c3 ¼
2ð1�ahÞ

μ
; d3 ¼ 2

ζα
Un

�ahð1�2ahÞ
μr2α

c4 ¼
2
μ
; d4 ¼ �1þ2ah

μr2α
c5 ¼ c6 ¼ �c4; d5 ¼ d6 ¼ �d4

c7 ¼
ω

Un

� �2

; d7 ¼
1
Un

� �2
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